In the ever changing world of data acquisition, over the past year WIRE Services has been developing engineering and right of way management solutions for electric service utilities by utilizing high resolution imagery to create 3 dimensional data point clouds on transmission right of ways. Known by several names at the moment, “Structure from Motion” or “PhoDAR”, the ability to utilize high resolution imagery to create point clouds on terrestrial objects and update information within PLS-CADD (power line design software) has started to surface as a potential new survey tool for the industry.

PhoDAR surveys have only recently become technically and commercially feasible by advances in digital imagery resolution and computing power on desktop computers. The technique transforms an array of high resolution images collected over a transmission right of way into a spatially correct dense point cloud on the natural terrain, vegetation, and man-made features.

The key attractiveness of PhoDAR is its low cost compared to LiDAR. Collection and processing costs of PhoDAR are approximately 1/5th or less the cost of LiDAR which makes it an attractive option for transmission lines surveyed on a recurrent schedule for regulatory and operating compliance; and also for the transmission line designer tasked with maintaining and refreshing the data within a PLS-CADD model archive.

Initial testing of images and point cloud software confirmed the extensive calibration requirements for long narrow surveys like transmission corridors. Accuracy is maintained in...
the PhoDAR survey if accurately known UTM coordinates are available for the program to tie into. These points are readily available on a transmission line flown with LiDAR. Known points in the LiDAR model in every transmission span are correlated to the visible point locations made in each image. The dense coloured point cloud is generated from the accurate tie point layer and exported to a post processing filter and point classification method. Finally, the processed data is exported to PLS-CADD for end use.

Over the past 9 months WIRE Services has completed multiple projects for Manitoba Hydro to test out the various applications that may be possible. Several of those will be highlighted below.

For Transmission Line Maintenance, the significant project was the updating of vegetation information along the twin corridor 500kv HVDC transmission lines that bring power from Northern Manitoba to southern markets, running a total of 1000 linear kilometers.

The project involved the collection of approximately 200,000 high quality 22 MP color images, processing into point clouds, re-insertion of point clouds back into the existing PLS-CADD model, and reporting on potential vegetation interactions based on the utilities analysis criteria. Processing was completed with several desktop computers, specially modified for the computing workload.

"Collection and processing costs of PhoDAR are approximately 1/5th or less the cost of LiDAR which makes it an attractive option for transmission lines surveyed on a recurrent schedule."
For the Transmission Line Designer responsible for coordinating design changes on older assets (i.e., thermal upgrades, right of way changes) it is desirable to have those changes reflected back within the PLS-CADD model.

Objects can be modeled with photography taken from the air, or from the ground as long as specifications regarding image overlap, horizon positioning, and sunlight are adhered to. Post filtering of rendering artifacts from the bright sky background is necessary to sharpen the final point cloud.

**Conclusion**

The initial work completed by WIRE Services on behalf of Manitoba Hydro has demonstrated Phodar is an economical method of surveying right of way corridors, and other utility field assets.

While this procedure has some limitations, it appears to provide another tool in the toolbox for Asset Managers, Transmission Line Designers, and Line Maintenance staff.
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Cross section view of corridor containing fresh Phodar data and 5 year old LiDAR (in Red). The differences between the two surveys depict clearing completed, based on an original LiDAR report compiled on data five years old. Phodar can be used as a quick method to verify contractor contractual compliance to vegetation maintenance specifications on existing line corridors, and for Greenfield projects.